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Finally I want to thank a number of people
who have contributed to this thesis in very dif-
ferent ways.

First of all my supervisor Prof. Dr. Marc van de
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Many thanks to my promoter Prof. Dr. Sjoerd
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search.
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Halfwerk. Cathy, you helped me in performing
the first larger series of microarrays and in set-
ting up the first knock down experiments. We
were facing a number of start up problems that
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ast about the projects we were working on and
gave a lot of intellectual input next to your ex-
cellent laboratory performance. Hans, you took
over the work of Cathy and you had to process
an enormous amount of samples and had to run
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ber of times to assure the quality and correctness
of the results. Thanks a lot for all your work dur-
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This work would not have been possible with-
out all the helping hands from the pathology de-
partment. Donné, you always tried to satisfy my
wishes as soon as possible: One extra immuno-
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about 700 extra stainings on those samples, test-
ing another new antibody on another set of sam-
ples, cutting extra tissue slides every now and
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really appreciate your friendliness and helpful-
ness! And this appreciation also goes to all the
people of the pathology department, who always
tried to make time for my extras for the research
setting next to their crowded daily schedules for
diagnostic routines.
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you put a lot of effort into the development of a
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with a reproducible quality. Very special thanks
to Arno. Dear Arno, I am very grateful for all the
hours you spent on analyzing my datasets in all
different, all possible combinations.

Lodewyk and Martin—thank you for your
endless efforts in analyzing all the microarray
data and to discuss with me the possible in-
terfaces between biology, clinical questions and
bioinformatics.

Dear Tibor, let me say thank you for your al-
truistic friendship. You helped me through a very
difficult period in my life after my mother died—
you have been there for me with patience and
time and a smile every now and then.

Sandro, thank you for spending hours and
nights working on the inner layout of this the-
sis. You did a great job, you strove for the most
perfect design of this thesis and found mistakes I
would never have seen. Thanks a lot for all your
efforts!

Very special thanks to Simon. I appreciate
your patience and care with which you back me
up whenever it is possible and your support in
everyday’s life with all the thousand tiny little
things that also have to be arranged and orga-
nized.

Ein liebevoller Dank geht an meine Eltern
Monika und Klaus. You brought me up with
love and care. You made me what I am, you
have always been there, whenever I needed you.
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in my life. Thank you for making me smile every
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